Engineer with Intelligence
to meet your engineering and digitalization needs

INTELLIGENT PROJECT SOLUTIONS IPS
Intelligent Project Solutions IPS is an artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) engineering
and digitalization technology and service company, focusing on process
and manufacturing industry (oil, gas, chemical, environmental, power,
pharmaceuticals, mining etc. )
IPS develops human-like AI technology using deep learning, computer
vision and natural language processing that reads and understands
engineering drawings, documents . This technology automates engineering
and digitalization processing, improves knowledge management and
enables productivity gains of 2~10X.
Based in Vancouver, Canada and propelled by over 20 years of
engineering expertise and Canada’s leading AI technologies, IPS is
working with clients and partners across the globe to address the 80
billion-dollar needs of the engineering and digitization industries.
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Our customers are owner-operator companies, engineering companies (EPC), engineering service providers, as well as
digitalization service companies and software service providers.
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IPS understands the key challenges in today’s engineering industries and the need for industrial 4.0, more efﬁcient, cost-effective
project delivery, improved engineering processes as well as higher safety standards.

CHALLENGES

NEEDS

Wasted engineering information
Cannot be easily reused

Non-standardized information

Unstructured

Obsolete, conﬂicting

Stored in silo

Non-digitalized

This leads to safety risks, knowledge loss, reinvented data,
prolonged engineering for capital projects, and a laborious
digital transformation process

Safety & operation
Keep engineering information current, consistent and easy to ﬁnd

Industry 4.0
Efﬁcient digitalization and digital handover to enable
digital transformation

Project delivery
Faster, cheaper, better engineering

IPS is shaping the future of
engineering with AI technology by
introducing AI Digitalization,
AI Engineering, and AI driven
Workﬂow and Business Process
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cost savings
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This is IPS road map for delivering
over 80% in cost savings across
engineering industries, together with
our clients and partners.
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Key Value:

IOX

2X to
delivery

Our goal is to deliver Customer with absolute value:
2X-10X productivity gains
The product and service IPS provide focus on the
"signiﬁcant" productivity gains: the product or service is
aimed to deliver at minimal 50% cost saving 2X faster
productivity with same or better quality, and in some cases
IOX faster and 90% cost saving. This is the key value of
technology and our fundamental value proposition

IPS is looking to work with owner-operated businesses as well as the engineering,
engineering and digitalization solution industries to develop providers leading AI
solutions together, and transform the future of engineering. We believe AI
frees us from non value-added work
promotes better engineering decisions
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enriches human intelligence through knowledge transformation
Work with us today!

Engineering

www.ips-ai.com
contact@ips-ai.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/intelligent-project-solutions-ai
FOLLOW US

